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Adolescence is the time of peak onset for many anxiety disorders, particularly Social Anxiety Disorder. Research using simulated social interactions
consistently finds differential activation in several brain regions in anxious (vs non-anxious) youth, including amygdala, striatum and medial prefrontal
cortex. However, few studies examined the anticipation of peer interactions, a key component in the etiology and maintenance of anxiety disorders.
Youth completed the Chatroom Task while undergoing functional magnetic resonance imaging. Patterns of neural activation were assessed in anxious
and non-anxious youth as they were cued to anticipate social feedback from peers. Anxious participants evidenced greater amygdala activation and
rostral anterior cingulate (rACC)$amygdala coupling than non-anxious participants during anticipation of feedback from peers they had previously
rejected; anxious participants also evidenced less nucleus accumbens activation during anticipation of feedback from selected peers. Finally, anxiety
interacted with age in rACC: in anxious participants, age was positively associated with activation to anticipated feedback from rejected peers and
negatively for selected peers, whereas the opposite pattern emerged for non-anxious youth. Overall, anxious youth showed greater reactivity in antici-
pation of feedback from rejected peers and thus may ascribe greater salience to these potential interactions and increase the likelihood of avoidance
behavior.
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INTRODUCTION

Adolescence is a period of rapid development in the neural circuits

involved in motivation, emotion and social interaction (Steinberg and

Morris, 2001; Dahl, 2004). This maturational window is also the time

of peak onset for many anxiety disorders, particularly Social Anxiety

Disorder (Pine et al., 1998; Kessler et al., 2005; Rapee et al., 2009).

Delineating the manner in which neural engagement to social events

differs in anxious and non-anxious adolescents may inform how we

understand processes that maintain adolescent anxiety. This study

compares responses to anticipating social events in anxious and non-

anxious adolescents.

Several recent studies have documented anxiety- and mood-related

correlates using novel neuroimaging paradigms that simulate social

interactions (Jarcho et al., 2013). Although findings vary across studies,

activation in amygdala, striatum and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC)

consistently differentiate anxious/depressed from healthy individuals

(Guyer et al., 2008; Gunther Moor et al., 2010; Davey et al., 2011;

Masten et al., 2011; Lau et al., 2012; Silk et al., 2014; Somerville

et al., 2013; Guyer et al., 2014). These regions are thought to function

interactively to ascribe salience, generate predictions and create flexible

patterns of behavior within a motivated social context (Phelps et al.,

2004; Schiller et al., 2008; Haber and Knutson, 2010; Pessoa and

Adolphs, 2010).

The complexity of the social interactions modeled in prior studies

creates a challenge when trying to interpret past findings. This com-

plexity has led some researchers to parse social interchange into smaller

components, including the evaluation/selection of potential peers

(Guyer et al., 2009; Somerville et al., 2013), receipt of peer feedback

(Guyer et al., 2012; Somerville et al., 2013), learning from outcomes

(Jarcho et al., unpublished data) and anticipation of interaction with

peers (Guyer et al., 2014). Although the first three components have

received increasing attention, the anticipation phase has been relatively

neglected. This is surprising given research suggesting that the antici-

pation of unknown, salient outcomes is a key component in the eti-

ology and maintenance of a number of anxiety disorders (Grupe and

Nitschke, 2013). Grupe and Nitschke (2013) have argued that many

features of anxiety manifest during anticipation of unpredictable out-

comes, as opposed to the experience of fear, wherein the threat is clear

and present (Barlow, 2004).

In a social context, events that provoke anticipatory anxiety occur in

the period after a decision has been made to socially engage but prior

to knowing the consequences of that engagement. For example, antici-

patory anxiety may emerge after asking someone out on a date or

inviting friends to a party. These are typically highly provocative situ-

ations for individuals with social anxiety, and many regions previously

implicated in social anxiety and simulated social tasks (e.g. amygdala,

striatum and mPFC) are thought to play an important role in the

experience of anxiety during such anticipatory periods (Grupe and

Nitschke, 2013).

It is likely that anticipation in social contexts is particularly pro-

vocative for adolescents, because reactivity to many motivationally

relevant stimuli peaks during adolescence (Galvan, 2010; Crone and

Dahl, 2012), particularly those related to peer acceptance (Steinberg

and Morris, 2001; Nelson et al., 2005). Furthermore, the salience of

anticipating peer interaction may be amplified during adolescence,

because (i) subcortical structures (e.g. amygdala and striatum) are

particularly responsive to social stimuli during this time (Casey

et al., 2008; Guyer et al., 2008; Galvan, 2010) and (ii) functional con-

nections with medial prefrontal regions, which contextualize and in-

hibit emotional responding, are immature (Ernst et al., 2006). Thus,

divergent patterns of maturation in amygdala, striatum and medial

prefrontal circuits may promote the development of anxiety in ado-

lescence and predict continued risk of chronic anxiety in adulthood.
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This study examined developmental trajectories in this circuitry in

anxious and non-anxious youth while they completed the Chatroom

Task, an established paradigm modified here to isolate anticipatory

anxiety to impending social feedback. Specifically, we compared

brain activation during the anticipation of social feedback from

peers previously selected by the participant as socially desirable (se-

lected) to those deemed not desirable (rejected). Given that coupling

between mPFC and amygdala appears to be a key link in networks

involved in motivation and emotion (Etkin et al., 2011; Kim et al.,

2011; Zorrilla and Koob, 2013), we also examined condition-depend-

ent connectivity between these regions.

It is crucial to examine trajectories of developmental maturation,

because emotional and social mechanisms undergo tremendous change

during adolescence (Blakemore, 2008). Indeed, both the importance of

social concerns and the intensity of emotional responses increase

across development, reach a peak during adolescence and decrease

by the mid-20 s (Blakemore and Robbins, 2012; Crone and Dahl,

2012). Moreover, understanding the developmental course of anxiety

during adolescence can provide greater insight into the mechanisms

that promote and maintain these processes (Dahl, 2004). As a first step

toward understanding the interplay between anxiety and maturation,

this study tested whether anxiety is related to differential patterns of

neural activation to social stimuli across age.

Based on previous findings, we predicted two specific differences

would emerge in motivational brain networks in this study. Among

non-anxious adolescents, we believed that anticipation of feedback

from previously selected peers was likely to be more salient and motiv-

ationally engaging than anticipation for previously rejected peers.

However, among anxious adolescents, who tend to focus more on

pending negative outcomes (Pine et al., 2009), feedback from previously

rejected individuals is likely to be more salient and anticipation of re-

jected peers is likely to generate greater activity in motivational net-

works. Therefore, our primary hypothesis was that a direct comparison

of anxious and non-anxious groups would reveal greater activity in

amygdala and ventral striatum among non-anxious adolescents when

anticipating feedback from selected relative to rejected peers, whereas

anxious adolescents would demonstrate the reverse pattern.

On the basis of findings of prefrontal regulation of subcortical

circuitry (Sotres-Bayon and Quirk, 2010) and recent work indicating

important developmental changes in this relationship during adoles-

cence (Gee et al., 2013a,b), we hypothesized that non-anxious youth

would demonstrate stronger negative mPFC$amygdala coupling when

anticipating feedback from rejected (vs selected) peers, reflecting greater

inhibitory control. We also hypothesized that this pattern would be

attenuated in anxious participants. Finally, we predicted that the pat-

tern of stronger negative mPFC$amygdala coupling for rejected peers

would increase with age in healthy but not anxious adolescents. This

pattern might reflect impairment of normative developmental increases

in the engagement of regulatory mechanisms in anxious adolescents.

Although this study examined the entire mPFC, particular sub-re-

gions may exhibit unique response profiles. Specifically, ventral por-

tions of mPFC appear to be particularly important for the regulation

(vs appraisal) of emotion (Etkin et al., 2011). Within ventral mPFC,

rostral anterior cingulate (rACC), including genual/subgenual cingu-

late, has high levels of connectivity with amygdala (Beckmann et al.,

2009). Therefore, we expected this region to be the most likely to

exhibit the hypothesized relationships with amygdala.

METHOD

Participants

The sample consisted of 42 participants (52% female, age mean¼ 13.3,

SD¼ 2.8, range¼ 8–17) (see Supplementary Material for recruitment/

inclusion details, including discussion of the age range). The anxiety

group consisted of 16 participants (63% female, age mean¼ 12.7,

SD¼ 3.3, range¼ 8–17) who met criteria for Social Phobia (n¼ 13)

and/or Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD; n¼ 9). Comorbidities

were Specific Phobia (n¼ 6), Separation Anxiety Disorder (n¼ 5),

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (n¼ 2) and Major

Depressive Disorder (n¼ 1). Diagnoses were made with the Kiddie

Schedule for Affective Disorders, administered by a clinician (reliability

�> 0.70) and diagnoses were confirmed by a clinical interview with a

senior psychiatrist. The three participants without Social Phobia diag-

noses expressed clinically significant fear of social situations during

diagnostic interviews and on the Fear of Negative Evaluation (FNE)

scale (Watson and Friend, 1969). Specifically, the FNE distributions of

the GAD (range¼ 20–30) and non-anxious (range¼ 0-19) groups did

not overlap. Despite the tiny sample size of the GAD group, these

groups significantly differed on mean FNE (t2.4¼ 4.9, P¼ 0.03),

whereas the two anxiety groups did not (t5¼ 0.9, P¼ 0.40). We

opted to maintain a single anxiety group, because of the similarity of

symptom profiles. The healthy group consisted of 26 participants (46%

female, age mean¼ 13.7, SD¼ 2.5, range¼ 9–17) who did not meet

criteria for any psychiatric disorder. Groups did not differ in age or

gender (P-values> 0.10).

Neuroimaging task

Participants performed a variant of the Chatroom Task (Guyer et al.,

2012, 2014) across two visits. Participants were told that the study was

designed to learn about internet-based social interactions and were

shown photographs of 60 age-matched individuals whom they were

led to believe were other participants in the study. On the initial visit,

participants were asked to sort the photographs into 30 peers with

whom they wanted to chat on line (selected) and 30 peers with

whom they did not want to chat (rejected) (Figure 1). Participants

were told that, although personal information (e.g. likes and dislikes)

was collected on all participants, technical factors prevented this in-

formation from being displayed prior to selection. They were therefore

asked to sort peers ‘based upon looks alone’; this was done to minimize

confounds (see Supplementary Material for detail). Separate stimulus

sets were used to ensure that participants evaluated similarly aged peers

(see Supplementary Material for detail). Participants then had their

own photograph taken and were told that both the photograph and

their personal information would be shared with other participants in

the study who would rate them in a similar manner.

On a subsequent visit, �2 weeks later, participants were brought

back to the lab to undergo two runs of functional magnetic resonance

imaging. In the first functional run, participants were shown all pre-

viously sorted photographs and asked to guess how each depicted in-

dividual had rated them. During the second run, all trials consisted of

two events: anticipation and feedback. Each trial started with a ‘cued’

anticipation event (3 s) in which a peer photograph was displayed

(cue) and the participant was reminded of how they initially sorted

the peer. This was followed by feedback in which the words ‘interested’

or ‘not interested’ appeared below the photograph to indicate whether

the depicted peer was interested in chatting with the participant. After

feedback, participants were asked to rate the degree to which the feed-

back was expected. To facilitate dissociation of anticipation from feed-

back events, they were separated by a variable duration jitter

(0–8000ms) during which a fixation cross was displayed. This study

focused only on the cue portion of the task (see Supplementary

Material for more detail).

After completing the scanning session, participants underwent a

structured one-on-one debriefing in which the actual study procedures

were revealed and participants were asked whether they had been
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deceived. A key consideration is the potential for age-related differ-

ences to manifest as differential motivation to engage with the task.

Importantly, all participants reported that they found the task to be

interesting and engaging and they attended/responded on all trials.

Functional magnetic resonance imaging data processing

See Supplementary Material for detail regarding data acquisition.

Image processing and analysis were implemented using FSL

(Jenkinson et al., 2012). Data were motion-corrected, temporally

high-pass filtered (0.0125Hz), spatially smoothed (full-width, half-

max¼ 5mm), slice-timing corrected and intensity-normalized

(across participants).

Regression analyses were performed on the processed functional

time series of each participant using FILM. Six task predictors were

included, along with a variable number of nuisance predictors model-

ing outlying timepoints (via the fsl_motion_outliers tool). Two task

predictors modeled the anticipation period (starting with cue onset

and ending when feedback was presented), corresponding to peers

selected or rejected by the participant. Four task predictors modeled

the feedback period, corresponding to the participant selection/rejec-

tion factor crossed with the feedback factor (i.e. whether the peer se-

lected/did not select the participant). Findings from the feedback

period are reported elsewhere (Jarcho et al., unpublished data). For

each predictor, the vector of assigned weights was convolved with a

double gamma function.

To create the anticipation comparison of interest, �-values for the
selected anticipation condition were contrasted against �-values for the
rejected anticipation condition. �-maps were non-linearly warped into

MNI152 space via FNIRT with BBR.

Group inferential analyses were conducted via FLAME. Three

second-level hierarchical linear models (HLMs) were calculated and

the dependent variable in all models was the within-participant

selected vs rejected contrast. The first HLM modeled mean task effects,

the second modeled main effects of age (continuous) and anxiety diag-

nosis and the third modeled the interaction between age and anxiety.

In all analyses, a nuisance covariate was included that modeled the

scanner on which data were collected. Two-tailed t-tests were con-

ducted on the Level 2�s and converted to z scores. Based on a priori

hypotheses, three masks were used independently to constrain the

number of voxels under consideration to bilateral amygdala, bilateral

nucleus accumbens (NAcc) (both created via participant-specific prob-

abilistic atlases) and medial PFC (i.e. anterior cingulate, paracingulate,

subgenual, medial orbital/gyrus rectus from FSL’s Harvard-Oxford

atlas). Gaussian-random-field theory was used to correct for multiple

comparisons (via Cluster) with an individual voxel-level threshold of

z� 2.241 and an overall error rate of P� 0.05. See Supplementary

Material for analyses conducted to rule out potential confounds,

Psychophysiological interaction analyses

Psychophysiological interaction analyses were conducted using clusters

identified in the primary group analyses. For each cluster, the mean

(across voxels) for each timepoint was extracted to create timeseries

predictors. To model brain-wide signal fluctuations that could con-

found estimates of connectivity (Fox et al., 2009), the mean across all

intra-cerebral voxels was calculated for each timepoint. HLMs were

computed in SPSS using the MIXED procedure, with participant as

nesting variable and time as repeated factor. The Level 1 covariance

matrix was modeled with a lag-1 autoregressive function. Level 1 task

predictors were the same as the analyses described above, except that

anticipation predictors modeled the difference and sum of the selected

and rejected conditions (rather than individual conditions). Three

additional predictors were included: one modeled the timeseries of

the seed cluster of interest, one modeled the interaction between the

seed-cluster timeseries and the condition-difference task predictor and

Fig. 1 Overview of the chatroom task. The paradigm was completed in two visits. During the initial visit (top left), participants were asked to decide which peers they were interested in chatting with online
(selected) and which they were not interested in (rejected). Approximately 2 weeks later, participants returned for a scanning session. Typical trials for each condition are presented (top right, bottom). During
this scan, participants were shown a picture of a peer and reminded of whether they had selected (‘INTERESTED’) or rejected (‘NOT INTERESTED’) that peer, after which there was a period of 0–8 seconds in
which a fixation cross was presented (jitter). This is the anticipation period analyzed in this study. After the anticipation period, participants were informed of whether the peer had selected or rejected the
participant, after which they rated how expected/unexpected this rating (of the participant by the peer) was (not analyzed here).
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a nuisance covariate modeling brain-wide signal fluctuations. At Level

2, age (continuous), anxiety diagnosis, and the age� anxiety inter-

action were included as predictors (main effects examined in a

model without the interaction). In addition, a nuisance covariate mod-

eled the scanner on which data were collected. Significant three-way

interactions were decomposed by splitting by anxiety, then age

(median split), then condition (fixation as baseline) and significant

two-way interactions were decomposed similarly, except split only by

the relevant effect (anxiety/age).

RESULT

Main effect of anticipation

One cluster emerged, largely in anterior cingulate sulcus (Figure 2), in

which activation was greater (across all participants) for anticipating

feedback from selected, relative to rejected, peers (Table 1).

Main effects of anxiety diagnosis and
maturation on anticipation

Five clusters emerged in which anxiety group moderated anticipatory

activation to selected versus rejected peers (Table 1). Supporting

hypotheses, the left amygdala response to anticipating feedback from

rejected peers was stronger in anxious compared to healthy partici-

pants, whereas the converse pattern was found for anticipating selected

peers. This effect is broken down further by anxiety group and condi-

tion (vs baseline) in Figure 3 for ease of interpretation. Four clusters

also emerged in bilateral NAcc. As demonstrated in Figure 3, NAcc was

activated (vs baseline) when healthy participants anticipated feedback

from selected peers, whereas consistent with hypotheses, anxious par-

ticipants evidenced deactivation (vs baseline). Neither group activated

NAcc when anticipating feedback from rejected peers.

Interactive effect of anxiety diagnosis and
maturation on anticipation

One cluster emerged in rACC in which anxiety moderated the rela-

tionship between age and task activation (Table 1). In healthy partici-

pants, age was positively and negatively associated with rACC

activation (vs baseline) to selected and rejected peers, respectively

[see Figure 4 (age is broken down by median split for visualization

purposes)]. In contrast, anxious participants evidenced the opposite

developmental pattern.

Connectivity analyses

Given research indicating that rACC!amygdala coupling plays a key

role in emotional processing (Etkin et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2011;

Zorrilla and Koob, 2013), we examined condition-dependent connect-

ivity between the observed clusters. Specifically, we tested whether age,

diagnosis and the age� diagnosis interaction moderated condition-

dependent (selected vs rejected) connectivity between the rACC cluster

identified above (independent variable) and left amygdala (dependent

variable). This analysis revealed significant main effects for age and

anxiety and a significant age� anxiety interaction. The main effect

for age (�¼�0.069, P< 0.01) was driven by a dynamic response

among older participants (negative coupling for selected, positive for

rejected) and a relatively low (and equal across conditions) level of

coupling among younger participants. Older participants demon-

strated strong negative rACC!left amygdala coupling for selected

peers and positive coupling for rejected peers (age effect for selected:

P¼ 0.04; rejected: P¼ 0.01). Note, negative (coupling) in this context

refers to the direction, rather than the magnitude, of the relationship.

Specifically, positive coupling between regions X and Y means that,

when activity in X increases, activity in Y also increases. Conversely,

negative coupling between regions X and Y means that, when activity

in region X increases, activity in region Y decreases.

Anxiety diagnosis also moderated rACC!left amygdala coupling

(�¼ 0.250, P¼ 0.05). As hypothesized, anxiety was associated with

stronger negative and positive rACC!amygdala coupling when antici-

pating feedback from selected and rejected peers, respectively (anxiety

factor for selected: P¼ 0.22; rejected: P¼ 0.04), whereas this response

was relatively muted among non-anxious participants. However, both

main effects of age and anxiety are qualified by the age by anxiety

interaction.

The interaction between age and anxiety (�¼�0.099, P¼ 0.02) re-

vealed a fundamentally different developmental pattern between anx-

ious and healthy adolescents. As illustrated in Figure 5 (age is broken

down by median split for visualization purposes), younger, non-anx-

ious participants demonstrated a pattern of positive rACC!amygdala

coupling during anticipation of feedback from selected peers and nega-

tive coupling for rejected peers (task condition effect �¼ 0.273,

P¼ 0.014). Older non-anxious adolescents engaged the opposite pat-

tern: negative coupling when anticipating feedback from selected peers

and positive coupling for rejected peers (task condition effect

� ¼�0.348, P¼ 0.002). Older anxious participants demonstrated a

pattern of rACC!amygdala coupling that was remarkably similar to

healthy older adolescents (task condition effect �¼�0.417, P¼ 0.019).

Younger anxious adolescents were notably different from younger

healthy participants and displayed a pattern that was more similar to

Fig. 2 Main effect of anticipation of selected > rejected. Sagittal slice at x¼�10 showing the
cingulate sulcus cluster in which a main effect of condition (selected >rejected) was observed.

Table 1 fMRI findings

Region Cluster size
(mm3)

Max
z value

Cluster
P value

Location

X Y Z

Main effect of anticipation
Cingulate sulcus (BA 9/10/32) 21 296 3.33 0.05 14 50 8

Effect of anxiety diagnosis on anticipation
Left amygdala 488 3.34 0.02 �18 �2 �20
Left nucleus accumbens 144 �2.70 0.02 �6 12 �2
Left nucleus accumbens 8 �2.26 0.02 �8 8 �10
Right nucleus accumbens 136 �3.30 0.02 6 10 �4
Right nucleus accumbens 8 �2.40 0.02 12 18 �4

Interactive effect of anxiety diagnosis and age on anticipation
Rostral ACC (BA 10/24/32) 1,784 �3.24 0.03 �8 40 �4

Notes: ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; BA, Brodmann’s area, coordinates are for max z value.
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their older counterparts�although the positive coupling when antici-

pating feedback from rejected was blunted relative to both older

groups (task condition effect �¼�0.213, P¼ 0.083).

DISCUSSION

The goals of this study were 2-fold: (i) to examine whether activity in

key neural circuits related to motivation would differ in adolescents

with and without anxiety when anticipating social feedback and (ii) to

investigate anxiety-related differences in the maturational trajectories

of these regions across adolescence. Using a peer interaction paradigm,

we found that anticipation-related activation within, and coupling be-

tween, key regions differed between anxious and non-anxious youth.

We also found divergent patterns of age differences in these two groups

across adolescence.

Anxiety and social anticipation

Adolescents with anxiety evidenced greater amygdala activation when

anticipating feedback from previously rejected (relative to selected)

peers, whereas healthy youth showed the converse pattern (Figure 2).

This result is similar to a previous finding with an earlier version of

Fig. 3 Moderation of anticipation by anxiety diagnosis. (A) (left) Coronal slice at y¼�2 showing the amygdala cluster in which an anxiety group� task condition interaction was observed; (right) graph of
the interaction in amygdala, with the x-axis representing condition, the y-axis representing mean (across amygdala cluster voxels) activation z-stat and separate bars representing the anxious (lighter fill) and
healthy (darker fill) groups. (B) (left) Coronal slice at y¼ 12 showing the nucleus accumbens (NAcc) clusters in which an anxiety group� task condition interaction was observed; (right) graph of the interaction
in the larger left NAcc cluster, with the x-axis representing condition, the y-axis representing mean (across NAcc cluster voxels) activation z-stat and separate bars representing the anxious (lighter fill) and
healthy (darker fill) groups.

Fig. 4 Interaction of age and anxiety diagnosis moderating anticipation. (left) Sagittal slice at y¼�4 showing the rACC cluster in which an anxiety group� age� task condition interaction was observed;
(right) plot of the interaction in rACC, with the x-axis representing age, the y-axis representing mean (across rACC cluster voxels) activation z-stat and separate lines for the anxious group/selected condition
(lighter/solid), anxious group/rejected condition (lighter/dashed), health group/selected condition (darker/solid) and healthy group/rejected condition (darker/dashed).
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this task wherein anxious participants displayed greater amygdala ac-

tivity than non-anxious participants when evaluating the responses of

rejected relative to selected peers (Guyer et al., 2008). In the present

investigation, we focused on the period immediately preceding feed-

back, during which participants were shown a photo of a peer and

reminded of whether they had selected or rejected the peer at their

initial visit. During this period, participants passively anticipated the

receipt of evaluative feedback from the peer. The earlier version of the

task did not contain this sub-event, and the present version was mod-

ified to isolate this anticipatory-anxiety period.

Given the prominent role of amygdala for salience identification

(Phelps, 2006), the present findings suggest that both anxious and

non-anxious youth find social feedback to be highly salient, but the

relative salience ascribed to different aspects of peer feedback appears

to differ. Anxious youth appear to ascribe greater salience to potential

feedback from rejected peers, whereas non-anxious youth ascribe

greater salience to potential feedback from selected peers. This may

reflect a greater focus in anxious than non-anxious adolescents on

impending negative outcomes rather than potential benefit for future

outcomes (Pine et al., 2009).

In addition to amygdala, activation in NAcc also differentiated anx-

ious from non-anxious youth. Specifically, healthy adolescents evi-

denced activation in NAcc when anticipating feedback from selected

peers, whereas anxious youth demonstrated decreased activation in the

same condition and neither group showed activation when anticipat-

ing outcomes from rejected peers (Figure 2). The NAcc has long been

associated with anticipation of rewarding events (Bartra et al., 2013),

and this may reflect a diminution of reward expectation in the anxious

group. However, other functions have also been attributed to this

region including learning (Schultz, 2007) and aversive anticipation

(Levita et al., 2009; Choi et al., 2014). This makes the functional sig-

nificance of diminished NAcc activation in this context difficult to

pinpoint. However, the fact that anxious youth have diminished ac-

tivity in both amygdala and NAcc when anticipating feedback from

selected peers suggests the presence of an aberrant pattern of motiv-

ational engagement in this potentially rewarding social context. Yet,

NAcc deactivations were only present when anticipating feedback from

selected peers, suggesting that anxious adolescents had a diminished

expectation of reward or a mixed motivational response (Choi et al.,

2013). This diminished anticipatory response may impact neural re-

sponses to reward receipt and consequent social learning (Guyer et al.,

2014; Jarcho et al., unpublished data).

Although the present results were focused on clinically anxious

youth, a similar pattern of striatal activity has been observed in

other socially compromised populations when engaging with social

stimuli. In a recent study using this paradigm, behaviorally inhibited

adolescents displayed diminished activity in putamen when anticipat-

ing feedback and blunted activity in ventral striatum when receiving

positive feedback from selected peers (Guyer et al., 2014). Similarly,

Goff et al. (2013) recently reported that adolescents who experienced

early life stress showed deactivation in NAcc when viewing faces,

whereas the comparison group exhibited increases. Consequently,

one possibility is that early stressful events or genetic predisposition

may lead to diminished NAcc activation under conditions of potential

or actual positive social outcomes. This may then lead to decreased

social engagement and attenuated incorporation of social experience

into the behavioral repertoire.

Anxiety-related divergence in age effects

Participants with and without an anxiety diagnosis exhibited opposite

age effects in rACC (Figure 3), which may reflect differential matur-

ational trajectories, and a differential pattern of coupling between

rACC and amygdala across development. In healthy youth, increasing

age was positively associated with rACC activation for selected peers

and negatively associated with age for rejected peers, whereas the con-

verse pattern was evident in anxious participants. As with the striatum

and amygdala, it is difficult to clearly define the role of rACC. Evidence

suggests that the region of rACC observed in this study is important

for regulating emotional associations. For example, research implicates

this region in the resolution of emotionally conflicting information

(Etkin et al., 2006, Mohanty et al., 2007), including the extinction of

threat associations (Phelps et al., 2004; Quirk and Beer, 2006; Etkin

et al., 2011).

When considered in light of other findings from this study, the

observed pattern of results for rACC suggests that regulatory resources

are increasingly devoted to potentially adverse and rewarding out-

comes as anxious and non-anxious adolescents, respectively, mature.

Given that this pattern was evident during anticipation of social feed-

back, one intriguing possibility is that divergent maturation may reflect

differences in the ability to rapidly regulate emotional responses to

likely outcomes. For example, as anxious adolescents mature, they

may devote increasing an proportion of the top-down control instan-

tiated in rACC to regulating (likely aversive) emotional responses to

peers they may believe they have offended (i.e. rejected peers) to min-

imize potential social signals given by their emotional responses (e.g.

fear, Quirk and Beer, 2006). Thus, as adolescents become increasingly

adept at reading social cues, it may be increasingly important for anx-

ious individuals to mask their anxiety, leading them to devote a greater

proportion of rACC resources toward emotion regulation related to

potential aversive outcomes. Alternatively, as this region has been

implicated in responses to both positively and negatively valenced

stimuli, this finding may represent the development of an emergent

bias for negatively valenced information in anxious youth and posi-

tively valenced information in healthy youth (Laxton et al., 2013; Price

and Drevets, 2013).

Finally, examination of functional connectivity among these regions

revealed differential maturational trajectories in rACC$amygdala

coupling in the two groups. When anticipating feedback from selected

peers, younger, non-anxious participants demonstrated positive

rACC$amygdala coupling, whereas younger, anxious participants

and both groups of older participants displayed negative

Fig. 5 Moderation of condition-dependent coupling by age and anxiety diagnosis. Graph of coupling
between the rACC and left amygdala clusters observed, with the x-axis representing age (median
split for visualization purposes only) and anxiety group, the y-axis representing coupling � and
separate columns for the selected (darker fill) and rejected (lighter fill) conditions.
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rACC$amygdala coupling. Conversely, when anticipating feedback

from rejected peers, young healthy adolescents displayed negative

rACC$amygdala coupling, whereas the other three groups displayed

positive coupling. In other words, under both conditions, young

healthy participants displayed coupling opposite to that of either

young anxious participants or the two older groups.

This finding resonates with recent reports indicating that normative

adolescent development is associated with a switch from positive to

negative mPFC$amygdala coupling during threat processing (Gee

et al., 2013b). Gee et al. argue that this switch may represent a key

transition point in emotional development. The positive relationship

between amygdala and medial prefrontal activity early in development

may reflect a teaching signal whereby amygdala responses to salient

stimuli shape response tendencies in mPFC. However, the direction of

this connectivity shifts in later development, such that mPFC is in-

versely related to amygdala activity. This may reflect a ‘mature’ rela-

tionship between salience and regulatory systems whereby mPFC is

actively inhibiting excessive amygdala activation�hence a shift from

bottom-up learning to top-down control (Gee et al., 2013b).

Gee also observed that this connectivity switch was not found in

children exposed to extreme, stressful conditions early in life via rear-

ing in an institutionalized setting. In this population, negative

mPFC$amygdala coupling was evident early in development, possibly

indicating accelerated maturation of regulatory circuits due to exces-

sive stress in early life (Gee et al., 2013a,b). In our data, a similar switch

from positive to negative coupling was observed in healthy participants

in the selected peer condition. Although this is not a ‘fear’ condition

per se, feedback from selected peers is likely extremely salient and

potentially aversive (due to possible rejection by the peer). In contrast,

healthy controls exhibited the converse pattern during anticipation of

feedback from rejected peers; negative rACC$amygdala coupling was

evident in younger adolescents and positive coupling was found for

older adolescents. It is unclear what may underlie this shift, although it

appears to be normative.

The anxious group, in contrast, did not display this developmental

shift. Similar to the institutionalized youth in Gee et al. (2013a), par-

ticipants with anxiety exhibited the ‘mature’ pattern of

mPFC$amygdala coupling across development. Thus, it appears

that even anxious youth who have not endured the extreme adversity

of early institutionalization may exhibit an accelerated pattern of early

maturation. Although the analyses that revealed this developmental

pattern are exploratory and this finding requires replication, our

data provide insight into the impact of anxiety on brain network

development.

This study benefits from a number of strengths, including a power-

ful paradigm in which phases of social interchange are separated and

examination of multiple facets of the fMRI data (within-region acti-

vation, inter-regional coupling). However, several limitations must be

considered when making inferences about the data. First, examination

of development was cross-sectional rather than longitudinal, which

would allow for more accurate and powerful detection of the impact

of maturation on brain function. For example, the age� anxiety inter-

action in rACC may be due to the duration of anxiety rather than age.

Thus, what appears to be a maturational change may actually reflect

individual differences related to earlier vs later onset of anxiety.

Longitudinal designs are needed to differentiate between these possi-

bilities. In addition, although the chatroom task is state of the art for

this area, it does not fully reflect the nuances of peer interaction. For

example, information on shared interests with peers was deliberately

not given to participants to minimize potential confounds. However,

this information will often be present in real-world interactions (even

virtual ones) and the inclusion of shared interest information may have

had an important impact on the present findings. Finally, the sample of

each diagnostic group remains relatively small. More research is

needed with this paradigm in a larger sample of both anxious and

non-anxious youth. This could determine the degree to which replic-

able associations arise specifically with an anxiety-disorder diagnosis as

opposed to broader arrays of psychopathology.

Despite these limitations, this study provides key insights into anx-

iety-related divergence in the maturational trajectory of circuitry

engaged by anticipating social interactions. Our focus on the anticipa-

tion phase of social interchange is significant, given evidence that an-

ticipation is particularly crucial in the expression of anxiety (Grupe

and Nitschke, 2013). Overall, our findings indicate that anxious youth

display a pattern of brain engagement when anticipating social feed-

back from peers that suggest differences in motivation and alterations

in developmental trajectories of regulatory systems. These neurobio-

logical differences are likely to contribute to differences in emotion

processing and behavior across adolescent development.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary data are available at SCAN online.
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